
PRIMEGROUP INSURANCE ANNOUNCES TWO CENTRAL 
FLORIDA INSURANCE ACQUISITIONS 
 
Acquisition continues the strategic expansion of PrimeGroup Insurance in Florida. 

Tampa, FL January 1, 2015 

PrimeGroup Insurance (PGI), a leading commercial insurance and employee benefits agency, 
announced that it has acquired the assets of West Orange Insurance Agency and Florida Central 
Insurance, Inc, both Central Florida-based insurance agencies. Terms of the acquisition were not 
disclosed. West Orange insurance Agency and Florida Central Insurance, Inc. will become part of 
PGI operations. The acquisition establishes a new location for PGI in Central Florida to service 
the local market needs. 

West Orange Insurance Agency located in Winter Garden, FL was founded in 2000 by B. Jo 
Accordino. The agency is primarily a specialist in personal lines insurance representing over 25 
direct carrier appointments.  

Founded in 1989 by Mark Estomin, Florida Central Insurance, located in Apopka, FL is a 
Commercial Insurance and Personal Lines Agency that offers longevity in the marketplace, 
product diversity and various carriers that are new to the PGI offering. 

“We’re extremely excited about the addition of West Orange Insurance and Florida Central 
Insurance to the PGI team”, says Ed Ellsasser, PGI President. “These acquisitions give us a 
much needed presence in the Central Florida marketplace, access to personal lines products that 
we have not offered in the past and the addition of several highly respected and experienced 
insurance producers and account managers. We’ve been strategically looking at agencies around 
the state and specifically Personal Lines agencies in an effort to offer our current and future 
clients even more products. We believe that we’ve found two great agencies that will fit with our 
culture immediately,” said Ellsasser. 

About PrimeGroup Insurance 

PGI is headquartered in Tampa, FL and was founded in 1999. PGI is a leading commercial 
insurance and employee benefits agency in Florida and growing exponentially throughout the 
country. PGI is committed to growing organically and through acquisitions to expand its 
geographic footprint and strengthen industry and product expertise. For more information on PGI, 
visit www.primegroupins.com. 
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